PRESS RELEASE
The Moon Race: Pioneering Sustainable Lunar Exploration
International competition to support technology demonstrations up to the lunar surface
Opportunities for innovation and entrepreneurship in space business
Space and non-space partners are invited to join the movement – applications to open early 2019

Bremen, 01/10/2018 – Around 50 years after Neil Armstrong first set foot on the Moon, institutions
and industry players around the World are working on the preparation of new missions to the Moon.
The Moon Race initiative aims to capitalise on these analogous ambitions. It seeks to boost the
movement around Moon Exploration and enable the demonstration of key technologies required
for sustainable lunar exploration.
Its goal is to bring together a group of space and non-space partners from the Moon-bound
community (and beyond) that will jointly award opportunities for technology demonstrations on
the lunar surface to up to four candidates in order to foster global entrepreneurship.
The Moon Race, initiated by Airbus Defence and Space, is supported by Letters of Intent from
space and non-space players. For this purpose “The Moon Race NPO gGmbH” (MRG), a not-forprofit organization, has been created to manage “The Moon Race” global competition (MRC), and
is inviting other partners to join the movement.

“The Moon Race” competition (MRC)
The MRC is a global competition targeting teams worldwide including start-ups and new ventures
eager to bring their technologies to the Moon surface. The application period is scheduled to open
early 2019. Participants will have the choice of running for one of several parallel streams:
• Manufacturing (Build the first artefact made of lunar resources)
• Energy (Survive the Moon night)
• Resources (Fill the first bottle of Moon water)
• Biology (Sustain the first lunar greenhouse)
During the competition period, participants will need to achieve three intermediate milestones
and can rely on in-kind support from MRG. In addition, at each milestone the top-performing
teams per category will receive monetary and in-kind rewards, the details of which will be
announced with the opening of the application period.
The team’s performance, milestone achievements and distribution of monetary prizes to the
participants will be evaluated by an independent team of experts nominated by the MRG partners.
“The Moon Race NPO gGmbH” (MRG)
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PRESS RELEASE
The MRG is a non-profit limited liability company based in Germany with the purpose to manage
“The Moon Race” competition.
The MRG’s main objectives are:
• To establish respective partnerships and to gather the necessary funds for the MRC
• To be a strategic platform for discussion and information sharing both inside the community
and publicly
• To plan and execute the MRC end-to-end

Media Contact:

contact@themoonrace.org

www.themoonrace.org
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